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ABSTRACT

The ability to parameterize Southern Ocean eddy effects in a forced coarse resolution ocean general circulation model is assessed. The transient model response to a suite of different Southern Ocean wind stress forcing perturbations is presented and compared to identical experiments performed with the same model in 0.1° eddy-resolving resolution. With forcing of present-day wind stress magnitude and a thickness diffusivity formulated in terms of the local stratification, it is shown that the Southern Ocean residual meridional overturning circulation in the two models is different in structure and magnitude. It is found that the difference in the upper overturning cell is primarily explained by an overly strong subsurface flow in the parameterized eddy-induced circulation while the difference in the lower cell is mainly ascribed to the mean-flow overturning. With a zonally constant decrease of the zonal wind stress by 50% we show that the absolute decrease in the overturning circulation is insensitive to model resolution, and that the meridional isopycnic slope is relaxed in both models. The agreement between the models is not reproduced by a 50% wind stress increase, where the high resolution overturning decreases by 20%, but increases by 100% in the coarse resolution model. It is demonstrated that this difference is explained by changes in surface buoyancy forcing due to a reduced Antarctic sea ice cover, which strongly modulate the overturning response and ocean stratification. We conclude that the parameterized eddies are able to mimic the transient response to altered wind stress in the high resolution model, but partly misrepresent the unperturbed Southern Ocean meridional overturning circulation and associated heat transports.

1. Introduction

The outcropping isopycnals of the Southern Ocean provide an important adiabatic pathway for the meridional overturning circulation and hence aid the ventilation of the deep ocean (Marshall and Speer, 2012). Together with the zonally unblocked Antarctic Circumpolar Current, the Southern Ocean thus plays a central role in the modern view of the ocean general circulation (Gnanadesikan, 1999; Thompson et al., 2016), the global carbon cycle (Sigman and Boyle, 2000; Le Quéré et al., 2007; Bronselaer et al., 2016), ocean heat uptake (Marshall and Zanna, 2014) and the exchange of tracers between the major ocean basins (Thompson, 2008). The southern hemisphere westerlies are a key driving force of the circulation (e.g. Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995; Tansley and Marshall, 2001) and these have been subject to an intensification and poleward shift throughout the last several decades as a result of ozone depletion and anthropogenic emission of carbon dioxide (Thompson and Solomon, 2002; Marshall, 2003). A fundamental question is what implication the wind stress changes have on the global circulation and climate, and whether the relevant physics is faithfully represented in state-of-the-art climate models to allow for meaningful predictions of the response.

In this respect, the mesoscale eddy field in the Southern Ocean (e.g. Frenger et al., 2015) has proven to have a leading order influence on the local dynamics. Ocean models of varying complexity and basin geometry, but with an explicitly resolved eddy field, have demonstrated that a limit exists in which the time-mean transport of a circumpolar current becomes independent of the strength of the overlying zonal wind stress (Hogg and Blundell, 2006; Nadeau and Straub, 2009; Munday et al., 2013; Marshall et al., 2017). Beyond this limit additional momentum input to the surface ocean by the winds mainly fuel a stronger eddy field through baroclinic instability, which facilitates a vertical momentum transfer to the ocean floor and dissipation by form drag (Munk and Palmén, 1951; Johnson and Bryden, 1989), instead of accelerating the current. Recent observations from the Southern Ocean have shown that the isopycnal slope, and hence the baroclinic transport of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, has indeed been insensitive to the wind stress changes (Böning et al., 2008) while the surface kinetic energy has increased (Hogg et al., 2015), supporting the model results and the notion that the Southern Ocean is in the so-called state of eddy saturation.

Contemporary residual-mean theory also emphasizes the role of mesoscale eddies in setting the strength of the upper cell of the
meridional overturning in the Southern Ocean. Here they compensate
the effect of a wind-driven northward Ekman flow anomaly through an
oppositely directed flow akin to a Stokes drift (referred to as eddy
compensation, see e.g. Marshall and Radko (2003)). The results from
models with explicit eddies show that this is indeed the case
(Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006), but also that the sensitivity of the
overturning circulation remains non-zero to a wind stress strength that
is several times greater than the present day magnitude, unlike the
behavior of the zonal transport (Munday et al., 2013). Using an idea-
ized primitive equation model at various eddying resolutions,
Morrison and Hogg (2013) likewise demonstrate the sensitivity dif-
cence between the zonal and meridional circulation to the zonal wind
stress. They argue that the sensitivity difference arises because eddy
compensation is a depth-dependent metric, whereas eddy saturation
is depth-integrated and thus camouflages potentially higher local sensi-
tivities in the vertical shear of the horizontal velocity field.

In a recent high-resolution coupled model experiment run for two
model decades, Bishop et al. (2016) shows that the upper cell of the
residual overturning increases in magnitude by 39% to a zonally con-
cent 50% increase of the Southern Ocean zonal wind stress, and that
the mean Drake Passage transport changes by 6% only. The degree of
compensation and saturation that should be expected on a longer time
scale is however still unclear as computational cost limits su-
sequently the Southern Ocean meridional overturning increases in
magnitude by 39% to a zonally con-

stant 50% increase of the Southern Ocean zonal wind stress, and that
the mean Drake Passage transport changes by 6% only. The degree of
compensation and saturation that should be expected on a longer time
scale is however still unclear as computational cost limits sufficiently
long integrations of comprehensive high resolution ocean models.
Moreover, the non-local response of the Atlantic meridional over-

turning circulation to a Southern Ocean wind stress change is con-
tinuously debated. For example, it has been suggested that models with
idealized basin geometry do not capture the changes in diapycnal up-
wellings in the Pacific Ocean. Since this diabatic pathway is also able
to provide the necessary closure for the meridional overturning circula-
tion, these models potentially overestimate the role of the Southern
Ocean winds (Jochum and Eden, 2015).

The results from eddy-resolving ocean models, despite their sim-
plifications and shortcomings, have questioned the ability of coarse
resolution ocean models to represent the eddy effect on the large-scale
flow in a wind stress change scenario. Most climate models use the
Gent–McWilliams parameterization (Gent and McWilliams, 1990; Gent
et al., 1995) to model baroclinic instability and along-isopycnal eddy
mixing in the interior ocean, and rely on the assumption that the
strength of baroclinic instability is proportional to the isopycnal slope.
Comparison studies have shown that when the proportionality para-
meter in the eddy down-gradient closure, the thickness diffusivity, is a
constant, the zonal transport cannot possibly eddy saturate and the
meridional circulation is too sensitive to wind stress changes (Hallberg
and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Munday et al., 2013). When the eddy diffu-
sivity is allowed to vary in space and time as function of the stratifi-

cation (Ferreira et al., 2005; Danabasoglu and Marshall, 2007), the
transport through Drake Passage shows a less sensitive relationship to
the zonal wind stress (Gent and Danabasoglu, 2011). However, the
change in the residual overturning still varies considerably among
models subject to the same wind stress increase (Farneti et al., 2015),
which complicates an assessment of the parameterized eddy effect.

Both Bitz and Polvani (2012) and Bryan et al. (2014) compare clima-
tic change experiments between a fully coupled coarse resolution
model, using above parameterization, and an identical eddy-resolving
model. The model solutions in the study by Bryan et al. (2014) show
that the poleward eddy heat transport between 60°S and 50°S increases
following an increase in the zonal wind stress in their low resolution
model setup, whereas the high resolution model finds a response of
opposite sign. Bitz and Polvani (2012) report similar model responses,
where the resolved eddies contribute substantially less to the change in
poleward heat transport compared to the parameterized eddies. While
these results suggest that the parameterized eddies respond oppositely
or overly strong to a wind stress change, ambiguity on the performance
of the eddy parameterization still remains, because the modelled wind
stress changes are dependent on the background climate. This is not
necessarily the same at different model resolution, exemplified by
Bryan et al. (2014), where differences in Antarctic sea ice thickness
influence the modelled climate response. In addition, an increasing
body of literature has shown that the strength of the Antarctic Cir-
cumpolar Current and the position of its fronts is sensitive to the spatial
structure and strength of the wind stress field (Sallée et al., 2008; Mora-
row et al., 2010; Mazloff, 2012; Dufour et al., 2012; Zika et al.,
2013; Langlais et al., 2015). The compilation of these results suggest a
return to simpler general circulation model experimental setups with a
complete control on the applied wind stress to elucidate the nature of
the response.

In the present study we present simulations from the second version
of the Parallel Ocean Program (POP) model configured at a horizontal
resolution of 1° and 0.1°, the former employing a state-of-the-art eddy
parameterization, forced with different prescribed Southern Ocean
wind stress scenarios in an attempt to evaluate the performance of
parameterized eddies. The results presented here indicate that the
parameterized eddy-induced meridional circulation cancel the wind-

 driven overturning differently than the eddy-resolving model when
forced with present day winds. Despite differences in the background
ocean state we demonstrate that the two models respond similarly to
wind stress perturbations, but note that the model comparison is not
straightforward as changes in buoyancy forcing and sea ice cover are
able to drive a complex model response. The latter point raises the
question to what extent the current concept of eddy compensation is
applicable to complex models.

2. Model description, experimental setup and spin-up assessment

We use the Community Earth System Model (CESM) with an active
ocean and sea ice model on a global domain with realistic bottom top-
ography with prescribed meteorological boundary conditions. The
ocean and sea ice models share the same grid, and the solution of the
governing equations is sought using two different horizontal grid res-
solutions; a tri-polar 0.1° grid, with the meridional grid spacing pro-
portional to the cosine of latitude, and a dipole 1° grid that also has a
meridional grid discretization that varies with latitude, with a latitu-
dinal grid spacing of ~ 0.5° in the Southern Ocean. The vertical axis
that belongs to the first grid is resolved by 62 z-coordinate levels, with
the distance of separation increasing monotonically with depth, and has
a partial bottom cell representation in accord with the ETOP02v2
bathymetry product. The coarse resolution grid holds 60 levels in the
vertical and with no partial bottom cells. The dynamical core of the
ocean model is the same for both grid resolutions and is documented in
Smith et al. (2010), except for the treatment of motion on the me-
soscope, which is outlined in the next paragraph. For further informa-
tion on the grid layouts and aspects of the control integration of the
fully coupled models, the reader is referred to Gent et al. (2011) and
Small et al. (2014) with respect to the coarse and the fine resolution
model, respectively. The prescribed atmosphere used in this study is
given by the normal year forcing fields from the second version of the
Coordinated Ocean Research Experiment (CORE.v2.NYF, Large
and Yeager, 2008), compiled from atmospheric reanalysis and observa-
tions, and the fields have a temporal resolution of six hours and repeat
themselves after one model year exactly.

Ideally the model solution that evolves on the 0.1° grid should be
subject to motion on a characteristic length scale on the order of the
first baroclinic Rossby radius (Chelton et al., 1998) and no mesoscale
eddy parameterization is therefore enabled. The isopycinal tracer dif-
fusion is likewise disabled, but a biharmonic operator is implemented
to represent lateral mixing by subgrid-scale processes that remain un-
resolved (Bryan and Bachman, 2015). Ocean mesoscale eddies are not
explicitly resolved on the 1° grid and are parameterized in the interior
ocean using the Gent and McWilliams (1990) isopycinal mixing for-
nulation with the spatiotemporal thickness diffusivity proposed by
Ferreira et al. (2005). This choice of the eddy transfer coefficient
ensures that it is surface intensified, in alignment with previous studies, and has shown to improve the model solution with respect to observations of the Southern Ocean density structure and leads to a greater cancellation between the wind-driven and eddy-induced Southern Ocean meridional cells (Danabasoglu and Marshall, 2007; Farneti et al., 2015). As default in POP, the parameterized ocean interior eddy fluxes are modified towards the surface boundary layer in accord with Ferrari et al. (2008), where diabatic eddy fluxes are aligned with the surface ocean. Of additional relevance to this study, convective instability is handled implicitly in both models; that is, the local vertical diffusivity is increased by several orders of magnitude when the water column is statically unstable. During statically stable conditions, the vertical mixing is parameterized as in Large et al. (1994).

The model on the 0.1° grid was initialized from a state of rest and the property fields from the Polar Science Center Hydrographic Climatology (Steele et al., 2001), and a control simulation (labelled Ccont) of 300 model years was integrated forward with the default wind stress, denoted by \( n_0 = (\tau_0^x, \tau_0^\theta) \). The control simulation with the 0.1° model (labelled Hcont), was also initialized from rest but the initial conditions to the salt and temperature fields were instead provided by the World Ocean Circulation Experiment Hydrographic Climatology (Gouretski and Koltermann, 2004). The first 16 years of Hcont were conducted at the National Center for Atmospheric Research and is described in detail in Bryan and Bachman (2015). The model run was hereafter adopted by the authors and integrated additionally ten years forward in time to reach a total Hcont length of 26 years.

Several wind stress change experiments were branched off from the last year of both Ccont and Hcont with the zonal wind stress in the Southern Ocean subject to

\[
\tau^f(\phi, \theta, \tau) = \tau_0^f(\phi, \theta, \tau)F(\theta),
\]

where \( \tau^f \) is the perturbed zonal wind stress. \( F \) is a time-invariant perturbation that has a zonally constant structure expressed by

\[
F(\theta) = \begin{cases} 
F_\theta, & \text{for } \theta \leq 35^\circ \\
\frac{\alpha \pi}{180^\circ} \theta + b, & \text{for } 35^\circ < \theta < 25^\circ \\
1, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

and it is understood that \( \theta \) increases northward. Here \( F_\theta \) is the perturbation factor and \( a \) and \( b \) were chosen such that the linear decrease of the perturbation with latitude matches \( F_\theta \) at \( \theta = 35^\circ \) and unity at \( 25^\circ \). This is the same perturbation that was used in the coupled model studies by Gent and Danabasoglu (2011), Jochum and Eden (2015) and Bishop et al. (2016).

Table 1 summaries the suite of wind stress experiments presented in this paper, as well as their abbreviations, and provides the coefficients specific to the applied perturbations. A 50% wind stress increase and decrease experiment (blue and magenta line, upper left panel of Fig. 1) were extended from the end of the high resolution control simulation (labelled Htau15 and Htau05, respectively), both of 16 years duration. The output from Htau15 and Htau05, as well as the last year from Hcont, was stored as three-day mean fields and subsequently reduced to monthly means to fit the purpose of this study. Identical perturbations to the wind stress field were conducted with the coarse resolution model, the experiments labelled Ctau05 and Ctau15, both of 100 model year duration. As will become evident later in the reading of the present study, the wind stress increase perturbation pushes the state of the marginal seas of the Southern Ocean towards a state that favors deep convection, which influences the overturning response in Htau15. To emphasize this point, a double wind stress increase experiment (green line, upper left panel of Fig. 1) with the 1° model (labelled Ctau20) is performed, also of 100 year duration.

Throughout this study, and unless otherwise stated, the analysis of Ccont and Hcont is conducted on the ten years that lead up to the application of the wind stress perturbation. That is, year 16 to 25 for Hcont and year 290 to 299 for Ccont. The analysis of the high resolution wind stress experiments is focussed on the last ten years, the time span between year 33 and 42, and the corresponding time span for the coarse resolution experiments is between year 307 and 316. The time-mean of Ctau20 is taken between model year 313 to 322, shifted by six years relative to Ctau15, due to a difference in the timing of the onset of deep convection relative to Htau15.

The black curve in the upper left panel of Fig. 1 shows the annual mean zonally-averaged zonal wind stress profile that arises from the unperturbed forcing field, and the peak wind stress is smaller by approximately 25% than what is found in the coupled model configuration (Gent and Danabasoglu, 2011; Bryan et al., 2014; Bishop et al., 2016). Comparing the time-mean Drake Passage transport profile from Hcont to the corresponding profile from Ccont, it is seen that there is an overall good agreement between the models in terms of the vertical velocity shear (upper right panel, Fig. 1). The depth-integrated volume transport of Hcont and Ccont yields similar time-mean Drake Passage transports of 133 Sv and 136 Sv, respectively, and compares well with the 134 ± 27 Sv full-depth observational estimate reviewed by Cunningham et al. (2003). The more recent estimate of 141 ± 13 Sv by Koenig et al. (2014), based on satellite altimetry and mooring data, agrees with the presented model solutions as well, although the 173 ± 11 Sv estimate by Donohue et al. (2016), which additionally includes a barotropic contribution from resolved near-bottom currents, suggests that the modelled Drake Passage transport in both models is too low.

The winter-mean boundary layer depth simulated in the two models, defined in Large et al. (1994), is seen in the lower row of plots in Fig. 1, as well as the 15% austral winter-mean (July-August-September) sea ice concentration isoline from the model (white line) and from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager observations (black line, Comiso (2000)). The boundary layer depth of Ccont (left) in general agrees with Hcont (right) on the large scale, but Hcont also possesses several local maxima, of which some occur in proximity of topographic obstacles, and has a deeper boundary layer in the path of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current in the Indian Ocean sector. Hcont also displays a deeper boundary layer close to the coast of Antarctica, especially in the Weddell Sea, which is the signature of dense water formation. The observed extent of the winter sea ice cover in general compares well with the two model simulations, though with a misrepresentation in the Pacific sector in Ccont, and a too large extent in Hcont to the east of Drake Passage and south of Australia.

The computational costs of the 0.1° model made it difficult to integrate the high resolution simulations closer to their equilibrium solution given our resources. The total sum of 42 high resolution model years required more than a year to complete on 4096 cores of the BlueGene supercomputer located in Jülich, Germany, and exhausted our resources. Model drift therefore remains, and it is here examined in Hcont to identify the fraction of the model response presented in the results section which is due to model drift.

The upper left panel of Fig. 2 displays the evolution of the horizontally averaged potential temperature field of the Southern Ocean in Hcont from model year 16 to 25. On decadal time-scale, as is the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>( F_\theta )</th>
<th>( a )</th>
<th>( b )</th>
<th>Duration [years]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hcont</td>
<td>0.1°</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Htau05</td>
<td>0.1°</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.941</td>
<td>2.294</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Htau15</td>
<td>0.1°</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-2.941</td>
<td>-0.294</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ccont</td>
<td>1°</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctau05</td>
<td>1°</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.941</td>
<td>2.294</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctau15</td>
<td>1°</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>-2.941</td>
<td>-0.294</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctau20</td>
<td>1°</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>-5.882</td>
<td>-1.588</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
interest of the present study, significant drift is present between 1000 m and 400 m depth. The Southern Ocean warms at a rate about 0.2 °C/decade at 600 m depth, and is of the same magnitude and location as the warming trend presented by Small et al. (2014), who examine the model in its coupled configuration. The abyssal ocean also warms, but equilibrates the slowest and does not drift much on the decadal timescale. For comparison, Ccont, which is integrated much further towards equilibrium, warms by approx. 0.003 °C/decade only at 600 m depth, evaluated between model year 290 and 299.

The ten-year mean temperature profiles of both Ccont (blue) and Hcont (black) are shown in the upper right panel. The profiles in the deep ocean match quite well, but Hcont is seen to be warmer by ∼1 °C than Ccont above 1 km depth, and the difference becomes bigger as time progress due to the model drift. However, the meridional density gradient across the Southern ocean does not appear to be affected by the difference in temperature stratification and the model drift, as is indirectly inferred from the time series of the Drake Passage transport in the lower panel of Fig. 2. The strength of the Southern Ocean meridional overturning circulation also does not appear to drift, which is discussed in greater detail in Section 4, and shown in Fig. 5. We thus
consider a comparison between the high and coarse resolution model meaningful, but the shortness and drift of the high resolution model integrations is a caveat of the present study that should be kept in mind.

3. Decomposition of the meridional overturning circulation

To avoid the representation of artificial diapycnal flows in the Southern Ocean, the analysis of the meridional overturning circulation is here performed in density coordinates, in accord with previous related studies (e.g. Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Munday et al., 2013; Bishop et al., 2016). When remapped to vertical coordinates, such overturning circulation is found to respect the adiabatic nature of the interior ocean, with streamlines approximately aligned with the isolines of the density field (Döös and Webb, 1994; Viebahn and Eden, 2012). The time-mean of the isopycnal stream function is given by

\[ \Psi_I(\theta, \sigma) = \oint_{\eta(\theta, \sigma)} \int_{0}^{B} v(\phi, \theta, z, t) \, dz \, R \cos(\theta) \, d\phi, \]

where \( \phi, \theta \) and \( z \) are the usual spherical coordinates, \( R \) is Earth’s radius and \( \sigma \) is potential density. \( \eta(\theta, \sigma) \) is the depth of the ocean bottom and \( \eta(\phi, \theta, z, t) \) is the depth of the surface of constant \( \sigma \) that varies in both space and time. \( \Psi_I \) denotes the averaging operator with respect to the time coordinate.

The overturning streamfunction is split into various components by decomposing the velocity and density fields into different terms that each are governed by distinct physics. The decomposition here consists of separating the velocity and density field into a time-mean and the deviation about it, \( v(\phi, \theta, z, t) = \Psi(\phi, \theta, z) + \psi(\phi, \theta, z, t) \), and likewise for \( \sigma \). The isopycnal streamfunction that arises from the time-mean fields is here denoted \( \Psi_I \) and is given by

\[ \Psi_I(\theta, \sigma) = \oint_{\eta(\theta, \sigma)} \int_{0}^{B} \pi(\phi, \theta, z) \, dz \, R \cos(\theta) \, d\phi, \]

where \( \pi \) is the height of the time-mean density surface \( \sigma \). The difference between the time-mean of the isopycnal streamfunction and the streamfunction derived from the time-mean fields is the deviation from the time-mean,

\[ \psi_I = \Psi_I - \Psi, \]

which captures the motion that varies on a temporal time scale shorter than the time span of the applied time-averaging operator. On a time scale less than a couple of months, the transient mesoscale eddy field is known to be a dominating contribution to \( \psi_I \) (Ballarotta et al., 2013), and its nature is to oppose the time-mean flow. The residual that arises from the cancellation between these two cells is thus given by the isopycnal streamfunction \( \Psi_I \), which advects tracers and other physical properties.

The mesoscale eddy field is not resolved in the coarse resolution 1° model and is instead represented by the eddy-induced transport velocities given by the implemented eddy parameterization. The isopycnal overturning streamfunction is here calculated as

\[ \Psi_I = \oint_{\eta(\theta, \sigma)} \int_{0}^{B} v \, dz \, R \cos(\theta) \, d\phi \]

\[ + \oint_{\eta(\theta, \sigma)} \int_{0}^{B} v_{GM} \, dz \, R \cos(\theta) \, d\phi \]

where \( v_{GM} \) is the meridional component of the eddy-induced velocity field. The first term on the right hand side of eq. (6) is the overturning streamfunction associated with the mean-flow and the second term is the time-mean eddy-induced overturning streamfunction, which in the analysis that follows are compared to the high-resolution overturning streamfunctions \( \Psi_f \) and \( \psi_I^* \), respectively.

3.1. Choice of temporal resolution

As seen from satellite altimetry, Frenger et al. (2015) reports that the mean lifespan of a Southern Ocean eddy is about ten weeks. This is supported by the study by Ballarotta et al. (2013), who uses a 1/4° global ocean model to show that an estimate of the overturning streamfunction obtained with the use of monthly-mean output fields captures the majority of the eddy variability. However, the present study uses a model of 1/10° resolution which possesses more energy at the high frequencies and large wavenumbers. To assess the difference in the representation of the residual meridional overturning circulation in the 1/10° model at different temporal resolution, we compute \( \Psi_f \) of Htau05 with both monthly-mean and three-day mean model output.

The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the ten-year mean of \( \psi_I^* \) between model years 33 and 42, calculated using monthly-mean fields. The right panel shows the same as the left panel, but calculated using three-day mean output. The characteristics of the eddy-induced overturning is discussed in the preceding section, and here we focus on its dependence on temporal resolution only. The structure of \( \psi_I^* \) is more or less independent from the temporal resolution of the output fields, but its magnitude does vary. The minimum in the heavier water masses changes from −10 Sv to −14 Sv when the temporal resolution is increased, but the second minimum closer to the surface between 50°S and 40°S changes by less than 1 Sv. The latter minimum is associated with the overturning in the upper cell, which has been the primary focus in the discussion of eddy compensation in the Southern Ocean.
Since this eddy motion appears to vary mostly on a time scale that exceeds a month, an appropriate estimate of the overturning metrics is possible to obtain by using monthly-mean fields. The minimum of the eddy overturning in the densest water is though underestimated by approximately 30% by this choice. The results presented in the subsequent section are all computed using monthly-mean fields since the main focus of this study is on the upper overturning cell.

4. Results

4.1. Background state overturning

Fig. 4 presents the ten-year mean spatial structure of the meridional overturning circulation in the Southern Ocean from the two default simulations, as well as its decomposition, as function of potential density referenced to 2000 db. The decomposition of the overturning follows the procedure outlined in Section 3 and the potential density axis was discretized into 200 equally-spaced levels between 1033.0 kg/m³ and 1037.5 kg/m³ for both model solutions. The black solid line in all panels is the zonal mean of the surface potential density field averaged over the same ten-year time span, and gives an approximate indication of the ocean surface.

The residual circulation (upper panels, Fig. 4) from both models in general show a quasi-adiabatic flow of circumpolar deep water to the Southern Ocean in the density range 1036.5 kg/m³ – 1037.0 kg/m³ and a transformation and separation of water masses as the water upwells at higher southern latitudes. The water that upwells north of the separation point gains buoyancy at the surface and returns northward in the surface Ekman layer. This flow pattern is referred to as the upper cell (Farneti et al., 2015). Transformation of lower circumpolar deep water, the denser fraction of the water that enters the Southern Ocean, to bottom water between 65°S and 75°S is also seen in both model solutions, which replenish the bottom water masses that partly flows northward in the abyss and partly upwells due to mixing (Marshall and Speer, 2012). This circulation is referred to as the lower cell. Other cells, such as the anti-clockwise subtropical cell and anti-clockwise recirculation between 50°S and 55°S, are also seen at both model resolutions, but are not discussed further (see Farneti et al. (2015) for a thorough discussion on these cells).

The amount of dense water that flows into the Southern Ocean at 40°S, and subsequently upwells, is about 30 Sv in Hcont, but only ~ 12 Sv in Ccont. From the minimum and maximum of the lower- and upper cell, respectively, it is seen that the water that upwells to the surface divides approximately evenly between the two in Hcont, with an overturning of 15 Sv in the upper cell and 17 Sv in the lower cell. In Ccont, a substantial recirculation is seen in the lower cell, with a bottom water formation of 12 Sv between 70° and 60°S, but only 5 Sv leaves the domain to the north through the abyss. This is an expression of the weak formation of Antarctic Bottom Water in Ccont (Gent et al., 2011). The remaining 7 Sv that enters the Southern Ocean leaves through the upper cell. Similar residual overturning structures are also seen in the coupled model configuration of CESM, as well as the difference between
the high and the low resolution runs, albeit with overall stronger amplitude due to overly strong modelled Southern Ocean winds (Gent and Danabasoglu, 2011; Bishop et al., 2016). In comparison to the multimodel study by Farneti et al. (2015), the upper cell strength of 7 Sv in Ccont is considerably weaker than the 12 to 18 Sv found in most state-of-the-art coarse resolution climate models forced with the CORE.v2 1958–2007 reanalysis product. This difference is at least partly explained by the fact that the Southern Ocean winds are subject to a ~30% intensification in this period.

The time series of the maximum and minimum of the upper and lower cell of the residual meridional overturning circulation from Ccont (upper right panel of Fig. 4) are shown by the black and green curve in Fig. 5, respectively. Both time series show pronounced interannual variability that arises from the resolved eddy field, and an annual cycle is also visible. The maxima of the upper cell fall during the austral winter months where the zonal winds and the northward surface Ekman current are the strongest (See Yuan, 2004, for an observational estimate of the seasonality in the Southern Ocean winds). The minima of the bottom cell also occur during the winter months and is associated with the production of dense water due to an intense buoyancy loss to the atmosphere and brine rejection from sea ice formation. Also, neither time series possess any clear trend although the first two years of the lower cell appear to have a stronger (more negative) summer overturning. The same time series are also provided for Ccont (magenta and blue lines for the upper and lower cell, respectively) which are seen to share many features with Hcont, but with a more uniform annual cycle and a weaker circulation in general that was also reflected in the spatial structure of the residual overturning (upper panels, Fig. 4).

Looking into the decomposition of the meridional flow, the overturning that arises from the time-mean velocity fields (middle panels, Fig. 4) is overall stronger than the residual, and the subsurface maximum of the upper cell is also more comparable between the two models. This is not a surprise as the models are subject to identical surface boundary conditions and no cancellation from the transient eddies is present in this metric. A closed cell of clockwise circulation is also seen in both model solutions at the surface at about 1035 kg/m³ and 45°S, again present in the coupled model solutions as well. It is also interesting to note that the flow in the abyss between 60°S and 50°S is entirely eddy-induced in Ccont (left panel), but only partly at 0.1° resolution (right panel).

The flow driven by the transient eddies is different between the two models (lower panels, Fig. 4). Whereas both models show that the eddy cell in general counteracts the time-mean flow and that the cells span the same latitude-density space, the minima of the eddy-driven overturning is differently located. The parameterized eddy field gives rise to a subsurface minimum in the densest waters between 50°S and 60°S and another subsurface minimum around 45°S and 1035.75 kg/m³ (left panel). The explicit eddy field (right panel) also gives rise to the subsurface minimum in the densest water, but has a vanishing subsurface flow around 1036 kg/m³ between 40°S and 50°S. This difference in spatial structure gives rise to different cancellations between the time-mean and the eddy-induced flow, resulting in the weaker residual overturning of the upper cell in the coarse resolution model.

4.2. Wind stress perturbation experiments

4.2.1. Circulation response

The model response that follows from the wind stress perturbations is reflected in the residual meridional overturning circulation, shown in Fig. 6. The panels display the difference between the perturbation experiments and the control, in accord with the averaging intervals mentioned in Section 2. The upper row of panels display the results from the high resolution model and the middle row of panels from the coarse resolution model. The left, middle and right column of panels is for the tau05, tau15, and tau20 experiment, respectively.

In terms of structure and absolute magnitude, Ctau05 and Htau05 show similar transient responses to the wind stress decrease. Both models show a weakening of similar magnitude of the upper overturning cell, and a smaller weakening of the lower overturning cell confined to high southern latitudes. The maximum of the upper overturning cell in Htau05 decreases from 15 Sv to 6 Sv, a 60% reduction, whereas the upper cell of Ctau05 collapses and finds a decrease of the upper cell maximum by 9 Sv, which corresponds to 130% relative decrease. The weakening of the lower cell corresponds to a northward retreat in both models, and the cell strength changes from 10 Sv to 6 Sv in Ctau05, and from 17 Sv to 10 Sv in Htau05, at 65°S. The ten-year mean Drake Passage transport decreases in Ctau05 and Htau05 by 12 and 4 Sv with respect to their control values, respectively (see Table 2), during the same time interval.

Shifting focus to the wind stress increase experiment, it is immediately seen that Ctau15 and Htau15 are subject to different transient model responses. Ctau15 finds a general increase of the upper cell and an increase, and displacement, of the maximum from 7 Sv to 14 Sv, as well as an increase in the zonal transport by 11 Sv. A greater value of the average thickness diffusivity, κ, is also seen (Table 2), but the change amounts to less than 10% compared to Ccont. Relatively small changes are seen in the lower cell between 70°S and 60°S, but a closer inspection also reveals that the positive changes seen in the densest waters between 60°S and the northern Southern Ocean reflects a weakening of the northward movement of bottom water. Suprisingly Htau15 shows a weakening of the upper cell and a relatively large increase in the Drake Passage transport by 47 Sv, opposite to the response seen in Ctau15 and different from the structure of the weakening seen in Htau05. The maximum of the upper cell decreases by about 3 Sv, but the lower cell increases in strength by several times the control value, fundamentally different to Ctau15. The inflow of water to the Southern Ocean increases in the 0.1° model, but the vast majority of the water enters the lower cell and leaves the domain through the abyss. The water that inflows in the 0.1° model increases as well, albeit weakly, but this water leaves the domain entirely through the upper cell.

The root cause of the different circulation responses to the stronger winds is at least partly due to the onset of deep convection in the Weddell Sea in Htau15. This response is similar to the model simulation presented in Cheon et al. (2013) in some aspects, and causes a sea ice retreat and an anomalous heat loss from the ocean to the atmosphere. A
detailed account of the physical processes that lead to a destabilization of the water column is beyond the scope of the present study. It is though relevant to remark that minor differences in the Weddell Sea background stratification between Ccont and Hcont prevents deep convection in Ctau15 (the Weddell Sea hydrography is in general sensitive to model setup, see e.g. Kjellsson et al. (2015)).

A stronger increase in the zonal wind stress in the coarse resolution model by 100% (Ctau20) does trigger Weddell Sea deep convection and enhances the lower overturning cell in a similar manner as seen in Htau15 (Fig. 6, right middle panel), but the upper overturning cell appears less affected. Also, as seen from Table 2, both κ and the Drake Passage transport enhance by 32% and 44%, respectively, which indicate substantial changes in the ocean stratification.

The difference in involved physics in principle render a comparison of the eddy compensation between Ctau15 and Htau15 inappropriate, because the eddy-induced overturning component $\psi^*_I$ of Htau15 is influenced by the transients of the bottom water formation. This difference in the behavior of the residual meridional overturning circulation in Ctau15, Htau15 and Ctau20 displays that the Southern Ocean model response is far from trivial when two overturning cells are present, as is
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**Table 2**

Drake Passage volume transport $T_{DP}$ and effective thickness diffusivity $\kappa$. The thickness diffusivity metric is computed as in Jochum and Eden (2015), and consists of a vertical average between 200 m and 1000 m depth, a meridional average between 66°S and 38°S, and a complete zonal average. All measures are ten-year means, and are computed within the time spans outlined in Section 2. The Ccont value of $\kappa$ is 521 m²/s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>$\kappa$ [m²/s]</th>
<th>$T_{DP}$ [Sv]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Htau05</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Htau15</td>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctau05</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctau15</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctau20</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Fig. 6.** The figure shows the difference in ten-year mean estimates of $\psi_I$ between the wind stress perturbation experiments and the control simulation. The left, middle and right column of panels show the difference for the tau05, tau15 and tau20 experiment. The upper and middle row of panels are with respect to the high resolution model and the coarse resolution model, respectively. The averaging intervals are outlined in Section 2. The lower row of panels is also from the coarse resolution model, but display the difference in $\psi_I$ on centennial time scale (average is taken between model year 390 and 399). Note the non-linear y-axis.
the case in more comprehensive ocean models.

As previously emphasized in the literature (e.g. Munday et al., 2013), eddy compensation is a steady-state argument. The lower left and middle panel of Fig. 6 display the difference in the ten-year mean residual overturning from Ctau05 and Ctau15 after 100 years worth of model integration and thus closer to model equilibrium. On centennial time-scale, both experiments unequivocally show that the initial response in the upper cell attenuates and that the transport anomaly in the lower cell grows. Ctau05 now features a more modest decrease in the upper cell maximum of 4 Sv, corresponding to a 43% reduction, and Ctau15 has regained its control value of approximately 7 Sv. Consistently, Ctau20 (lower right panel) also shows a weakening of the initial upper cell response with time. From the perspective of parameterized eddies, this comparison indicates that the adjustment time of the Southern Ocean overturning takes place on centennial time scale, possibly beyond, and that the bottom route as an outflow from the Southern Ocean appears to grow in importance as the overturning system equilibrates. This calls into question whether eddy compensation is meaningfully inferred from the residual meridional overturning as seen in complex model simulations, with a representation of both the upper and lower overturning cells and variable surface buoyancy forcing, that has not fully equilibrated.

Again comparing to the coupled model studies that similarly use CESM, Gent and Danabasoglu (2011) reports a 1.4 Sv increase of the upper cell 100 years subsequent to an increase of the zonal wind stress by 50%, and the recirculation in the lower cell is seen to increase as well (their Figure 3), but with a smaller outflow of the densest water. The present study similarly finds a weak response of the upper cell on a centennial time scale, though with a stronger outflow from the Southern Ocean in the abyss compared to Ccont. On decadal time scale, a comparison between the high resolution model responses is possible. With active deep convection Htau15 is different to its coupled model counterpart in Bishop et al. (2016) and finds a 20% weakening of the upper cell where they find a strengthening by 39%. However, both model finds a strengthening of the lower cell, which in their study is connected to a thinner austral winter sea ice cover in the Weddell Sea (see their Figure 13), much alike the physical response presented here.

4.2.2. Changes in the 1036.5 kg/m³ density surface

The change in the meridional slope of the Southern Ocean isopycnals is a salient measure pertinent to the discussion on the response of the circulation to a wind stress change due to the prevailing thermal wind balance. In addition, this metric should not be significantly influenced by the deep convection event in regions away from the Weddell Sea which allow us to indirectly infer the degree of compensation in Htau15. The upper panels of Fig. 7 show the time-mean depth of the 1036.5 kg/m³ potential density surface, henceforth denoted by σ36.5 from Ccont (left) and Hcont (right). The remaining stereographic plots in the left column display the vertical displacement of the isopycnal between the wind stress perturbation experiments and the control integration for the coarse resolution model. The depth changes in the high resolution model is shown in the right column, and the lowestorm plot shows the zonal mean difference in isopycnal depth for all experiments. The difference is taken between the ten-year means that are outlined in Section 2.

The choice to map the changes in σ36.5 is motivated by Fig. 4, which show that the upwelling in the Southern Ocean associated with the upper residual overturning cell is approximately along this density surface in both models. Both Ccont and Hcont finds that σ36.5 sits at a depth that exceeds 1 km in the periphery of the Southern Ocean, and that it outcrops between 50°S and 60°S. This is in agreement with the residual meridional overturning circulation, which shows that water of density 1036.5 kg/m³ is subject to upwelling and transformation in this latitude band.

Ctau05 and Htau05 both show a response that holds a zonal pattern; a deepening of the isopycnal at high southern latitudes and a rise in the mid-latitudes. This corresponds to a weakening of the meridional slope of σ36.5 and a southward displacement of the outcrop line. Regional differences do exist between the two model responses, but the large-scale structure is similar. This is also seen from the lowermost panel, which shows that the peak zonally-averaged vertical depression of σ36.5 (magenta lines) is about 50 m at high southern latitudes in both Ctau05 and Htau05.

True to both models, σ36.5 rises at high southern latitudes, equivalent to a steepening, and is depressed farther to the north for the 50% wind stress increase. The rise of σ36.5 in Ctau15 is rather modest and mirrors the response seen in Ctau05 to a high degree, which is also visible in the zonal mean (solid blue line). The high resolution model, on the other hand, has an increase of the isopycnal tilt of greater magnitude. The greater rise along the path of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current is expected to be the outcome of a complex interplay between the active deep convection in the Antarctic polar seas, the stronger winds and the transient eddy response. However, the deepening in the northern part of the domain takes place relatively far away from the deep convection zones and the response is therefore expected to follow the Ekman and eddy dynamics alone. Despite the two local maxima in the deepening in the Atlantic sector of Htau15, Ctau15 overall finds the strongest response in the northern part of the Southern Ocean. As seen from the zonal mean (blue lines), σ36.5 displaces with ~50 m in Ctau15 whereas Htau15 finds a zonally-averaged maximum deepening of about 25 m. This suggests a stronger parameterized sensitivity in Ctau15 to the zonal wind stress increase compared to Hcont15.

4.2.3. Northward heat transport response

To enable a direct comparison between Bitz and Polyvani (2012), Bryan et al. (2014) and the present study, we investigate the total northward heat transport and its decomposition into contributions from the mean-flow and the eddy-induced circulation. The upper panel of Fig. 8 shows the total northward heat transport, the middle panel the transport by the mean flow and the lower panel the eddy heat transport. The heat transport estimate from the coarse resolution model (solid lines) includes both the heat advection by the bolus velocities and isopycnal diffusion of heat, and the contribution from submesoscale eddies is not included. The total northward heat transport in the high resolution model (dashed lines) is obtained by integrating θf in the zonal and the vertical, and the eddy component is obtained by subtracting the product θf from Hcont (here θ denotes potential temperature). Horizontal diffusion of heat due to the biharmonic operator is orders of magnitude smaller than the advective terms and is therefore not included.

The total heat transport of Ccont and Hcont (solid and dashed black lines, upper panel) both show that it is directed southward everywhere in the Southern Ocean, and that the two models deviate the greatest between 60°S and 50°S with about 0.1 PW. The estimates are in agreement with those modelled by Bryan et al. (2014, their Fig. 2), but with a less strong discrepancy north of 40°S. The decomposition shows that the northward heat transport by the mean flow (middle panel) is overall weaker in Hcont. The eddy contribution (lower panel) is southward at all latitudes in both models, but the parameterized eddies suggest a greater southward eddy heat transport than Hcont, as was also the case in Bryan et al. (2014).

Ctau05 and Htau05 (magenta lines) agree that the northward heat transport decreases north of 55°S when the wind stress is reduced. This is primarily due to the changes in the mean flow, which follow from the reduced northward surface Ekman drift, as was also seen in the residual overturning response shown in Fig. 6. This change is partly balanced by a reduced southward heat transport by the eddies. Ctau05 suggests a stronger weakening in the total northward heat transport, which is a result of a greater change in the mean flow heat transport compared to Htau05, in concert with a weaker parameterized eddy response.

As was already seen from the response in the residual overturning circulation and the density structure, Ctau15 and Htau15 (blue lines)
Fig. 7. The panels display the depth and vertical displacement of the 1036.5 kg/m³ isopycnal estimated from the time-mean potential density field referenced to 2000 db. The left and right column of plots is associated with the coarse and high resolution model, respectively. The upper row display the ten year mean depth of the isopycnal from Ccont and Hcont. The second and third row show the difference between the perturbation experiment and control for tau05 and tau15. The time-averaging intervals are stated in Section 2. The units are in meters. The lower panel displays the zonally-averaged depth difference as function of latitude.
respond differently to the 50% wind stress increase. Ctau15 shows a response that is opposite to that seen in Ctau05 in the total heat transport and its two components. Htau15, on the other hand, shows that the total heat transport becomes increasingly southward everywhere, with a peak southward transport beyond 1PW around 60°S. Recalling that the eddy transport also encompasses the transient response from the convection in the Weddell Sea, the decomposition shows that both the mean flow and the eddy transport contributes to the increased southward heat transport. As was evident from Fig. 6, the Htau15 circulation intensifies as function of the stronger winds, but the majority of the water densifies upon upwelling and enters the lower overturning cell. Fig. 8 shows that this enhanced poleward flow also increases the amount of heat that is transported southward. A similar response is also seen in Ctau20 (green lines) where the southward heat transport is increased south of 50°S, mainly due to the changes in the mean-flow. The heat transport in the northern part of the Southern Ocean does not appear to be affected the same way as Htau15 by the convection in the polar seas. This is in line with the residual overturning response, seen in the middle right panel of Fig. 6, where both the upper and lower cell strength of Ctau20 increases as function of the stronger wind stress.

4.2.4. Buoyancy forcing response

An increase in the residual meridional overturning circulation must be accompanied with an increase in the transformation of water masses in the ocean mixed layer. We therefore examine the surface buoyancy forcing changes to the wind stress perturbations to understand the thermodynamical response associated with the changes in $\psi_I$. We adopt the same approach as in Bishop et al. (2016) and compute the ocean surface buoyancy forcing as function of the surface heat fluxes, atmospheric fresh water contributions from precipitation and evaporation, prescribed river run-off and contributions from interactions with the active sea ice model. The upper panels of Fig. 9 show the Ccont (left) and Hcont (right) ten-year mean surface buoyancy forcing fields. A positive buoyancy forcing indicates that the ocean surface became fresher and/or warmer. It is seen that the forcing field of Ccont and Hcont holds a similar structure; in the long term mean, the ocean surface loses buoyancy along the coast of Antarctica due to brine rejection, gains buoyancy below the sea ice due to ice melt (Abernathey et al., 2016), and warm western boundary currents release heat to the relatively colder atmosphere above. The largest difference between Ccont and Hcont is seen in the Indian sector, where a strong meridional gradient associated with the Antarctic Circumpolar Current is present in Hcont, but not in Ccont.

The zonally-averaged difference in surface buoyancy forcing between the wind stress change experiments and the control simulations is seen in the lower panel of Fig. 9. Changes in the buoyancy forcing reflect changes in ocean surface properties and sea ice cover since the meteorological forcing fields are prescribed. The coarse resolution model response to the 50% wind stress increase and decrease is approximately linear, as was also the case in the changes of $\sigma_{36.5}$ and $\sigma_{34.5}$ and the modelled response is confined to north of 60°S. This latitude coincides approximately with the austral winter sea ice edge (Fig. 1). Ctau15 (blue solid line) gains more buoyancy in the region where water upwells, consistent with an equatorward displacement of the $\sigma_{34.5}$ outcrop latitude (Fig. 7), and an increased residual overturning circulation in the upper cell (Fig. 6). Vice versa, Ctau05 (solid magenta line) finds a decrease in the buoyancy forcing in accord with a relaxation of the isopycnal slope and decrease in the upper cell strength. The Htau05 buoyancy forcing response (dashed magenta line) is in many ways similar to Ctau05, although it suggests a buoyancy gain about 40°S relative to Hcont.

The changes in the buoyancy forcing in the model simulations that involve enhanced deep convection, Htau15 and Ctau20, behaves differently compared to Ctau15. Htau15 (blue dashed line) finds a zonally-averaged buoyancy loss throughout the Southern Ocean, most notably
at 70°S where the response peaks at $-1.5 \times 10^{-8} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}^3$. This is the expression of a strong heat loss to the atmosphere due to a reduced sea ice cover in this model simulation. This is also the region where bottom waters are formed in Hcont (Fig. 4), and explains the much stronger lower cell seen in Fig. 6. Accordingly, Ctau20 (green solid line) also finds a strong heat loss at high southern latitudes and a stronger lower cell. The upper cell does not strengthen in Htau15 despite the stronger winds, and the buoyancy forcing response suggests that the reason is a thermodynamical constraint on the water mass transformation. This constraint is not present in Ctau20, where the mid-latitudes gains more buoyancy than in Ccont, why the upper residual overturning cell increases as function of the stronger winds.

5. Discussion

The decomposition of the residual meridional overturning circulation seen in Fig. 4 shows that the lower cell in the control simulations is weaker in Ccont compared to Hcont. This is largely explained by differences in the mean-flow circulation (middle panels, Fig. 4). In addition to the fact that it is overall weaker, it is also more or less absent between 60°S and 50°S and does not extend as far southward as seen in Hcont. This mismatch between the two simulations is most likely a function of the inability of the coarse resolution model to produce dense bottom waters, which is a common shortcoming of most CMIP5 models (Heuzé et al., 2013). In support of this conclusion, the buoyancy forcing fields from Ccont and Hcont (Fig. 9) also shows that the Antarctic coastal buoyancy loss is greater in Hcont and therefore allows for a greater dense water formation.

The upper mean-flow overturning cell has a closer resemblance between the two models and the dissimilarity in the residual of the upper cell is primarily a function of the eddy-induced flow, which in the lower panels of Fig. 4 is shown to have a different structure in latitude-density space. Specifically, the flow of water between 50°S and 40°S with densities about 1036 kg/m$^3$ is poorly represented in Ccont as Hcont suggests a more surface-intensified eddy-driven circulation. More promising is the parameterized eddy-flow in the most dense water between 60°S and 50°S which compares better to Hcont. As seen from Fig. 3, this part of the eddy circulation in Hcont is however underestimated in $\psi^*$ by our choice of using monthly-mean output in the computation of $\nabla \psi^*$. This is not the case with respect to the discrepancy in the upper cell, which is not an artifact of a misrepresentation of $\psi^*$, but rather originates in the limitations of the Gent-McWilliams parameterization. Differences in the surface buoyancy forcing are able to contribute to the difference in the residual overturning circulation as well. This effect is thought ascribed a minor contribution given that the Ccont and Hcont forcing fields are similar in both structure and magnitude, as seen from Fig. 9.

A similar result was found in the inter-model comparison study by Farneti et al. (2015). They estimated the eddy-induced overturning circulations that arise explicitly in the GFDL and Kiel ocean models of 1/4° horizontal resolution and compared it to the circulation from the coarse resolution version of the same models. Admittedly not able to resolve the full eddy field, especially not at high southern latitudes, the eddy permitting models do indicate that the parameterization either do not represent or significantly underestimates the eddy-induced flow in the lighter water masses close to the surface to the north of 50°S (see their Figure 18), which is the case in the present study as well. That a discrepancy between the resolved and parameterized eddy-induced overturning circulation exists is perhaps not unexpected. For example, it has previously been shown that a down-gradient closure for eddy fluxes of isopycnal thickness is of limited skill (Roberts and Marshall, 2000), and that ambiguity remains to the optimal choice of the thickness diffusivity (Eden et al., 2009).

The parameterized sensitivity of the circulation to the Southern Ocean zonal wind stress compares well to that of an eddy-resolving model for a wind stress reduction. On decadal time scale, Ctau05 and Htau05 find a reduction of the upper residual overturning cell of comparable magnitude and spatial structure (Fig. 6). This contrasts...
with Hallberg and Gnanadesikan (2006) that also investigate the overturning response on a 20 year time scale, but use a constant thickness diffusivity. In addition, both model simulations suggest a reduction of the meridional slope of $\sigma_{34.5}$, which is seen as a depression at high southern latitudes and a lift in the mid-latitudes of about 50 m in the zonal mean (Fig. 7). The same comparison for a 50% wind stress increase is made less straightforward by the complex model response of the Htau15 experiment. As noted in the results section, it might be reasonable to assume that the changes in $\sigma_{34.5}$ in the northern part of the Southern Ocean is unaffected by the deep convection in the polar marginal seas. Here Ctau15 shows a stronger response than Htau15 (Fig. 7), which might imply that the sensitivity is higher in the coarse resolution model than in the eddy-resolving model with respect to a wind stress increase. This inference is though complicated by the fact that the buoyancy forcing change is different between Ctau15 and Htau15 as well (Fig. 9).

Comparing the modelled heat transport responses to preceeding model studies (Fig. 8), Bryan et al. (2014) finds that the parameterized eddy heat transport becomes increasingly southward between 60°S and 50°S due to stronger winds in a coupled model experiment. Moreover, they find that an eddy-resolving model obtains an eddy response of opposite sign in an identical forcing scenario. In the wind stress reduction experiments analyzed in this study, the parameterized and resolved eddy field both result in a consistent weakening of the southward heat transport, and the largest response is found between 40°S and 50°S. Also, where Bitz and Polvani (2012) show that the parameterized response is stronger than the response by the explicit eddies in an ozone forcing experiment, we here demonstrate the opposite case with prescribed atmospheric forcing. This latter point is also true for the 50% wind stress increase experiments, where the explicit eddies respond strongest, even in the northern part of the domain away from the Antarctic convective zones. This inconsistency with past studies is likely the result of differences in experimental setup and the presence of ocean-atmosphere feedbacks in the coupled simulations.

The disparate transient overturning responses simulated in the Ctau15 and Htau15 experiments, displayed in the middle column of panels in Fig. 6, also deserve more attention. Despite ambiguity in terms of adjustment time and amplitude, the response seen in the Ctau15 experiment in general aligns itself with previous coarse resolution eddy-parameterizing general circulation model studies that show that the upper residual cell increases in strength as function of stronger zonal wind stress (Gent and Danabasoglu, 2011; Farneti et al., 2015). The message from high resolution model studies has been that a similar, though attenuated response is found when the eddies are explicitly resolved (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Munday et al., 2013). The weakening of the upper cell as seen from the Htau15 experiment contrasts with these studies, and appears to be controlled by the active deep convection in the Weddell Sea to some extent. The sea ice retreat that follows allows for an efficient loss of buoyancy that drives an enhanced formation of bottom water and an amplification of the lower cell (Fig. 9), much alike the results from the buoyancy forcing experiments presented in Jansen and Nadeau (2016).

A recent study by Hogg et al. (2017) finds a similar decrease of the upper residual cell strength in a global 1°/4° resolution general circulation model in an experiment where the Southern Ocean winds are subject to a poleward shift and intensification. In accord with the present study, their overturning response is concurrent with deep convection in the Weddell Sea. Evidently compensation of the wind-driven Southern Ocean upwelling is not only possible to achieve through increased eddy activity, but also through high-latitude deep convection, which complicates an assessment of the eddy-effect in isolation from non-equilibrated model runs. Whether this result has implications for past wind stress change experiments with relatively short adjustment time and changes in surface buoyancy fluxes is not clear. The literature on Southern Ocean wind stress change experiments however shows that it is not uncommon to invoke perturbations of similar magnitude as those tested in the present study (e.g. Gent and Danabasoglu, 2011; Dufour et al., 2012; Munday et al., 2013; Jochum and Eden, 2015; Bishop et al., 2016).

Lastly we note that observations have shown that the isopycnals have subsided throughout the Southern Ocean over the last several decades as a function of stronger westerlies, but with minimal changes to the isopycnal slope (Böning et al., 2008, their Figure 4(a)). Though not directly comparable to the model responses investigated here due to the simplicity of the applied wind stress perturbations and the integration length of the experiments, it is possible to compare the nature of the modelled response seen in Ctau15 and Htau15 to the observations. The observations show that the modelled adjustment of the 1036.5 kg/m$^3$ density surface is of correct sign and is within the correct order of magnitude in the northern part of the domain, regardless of model resolution. However, neither of the models capture the deepening of $\sigma_{34.5}$ at the higher southern latitudes, and instead find an increase of the isopycnal slope and the Drake Passage transport (Table 2). The high resolution wind stress reduction experiment, Htau05, which does not experience a reduced sea ice extent, also provides evidence for a finite sensitivity of the isopycnal slope to the zonal wind stress.

Appropriate to the discussion of the results presented here is also the short spin-up of the high resolution model, and the void of a control integration through the 50% wind stress change experiments, which are obvious drawbacks to the analysis of Hcont, Htau05 and Htau15. Fig. 2 shows that the horizontally-averaged Southern Ocean temperature field drifts, and that Hcont is warmer than Ccont in the upper 1km. The time series of the overturning strength of the upper and lower cell shown in Fig. 5, as well as the Drake Passage transport time series seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 2, do provide some comfort in that the metrics under investigation do not drift prior to the initiation of the perturbation experiments. A weakening of the lower cell with time is visible (green line, Fig. 5), a result that most likely stems from an insufficient spin-up of the deep ocean, and enters the results section as an over-estimation of the strength of the lower cell. The drift in Hcont also influences the results from the wind stress change experiments as the ten year means obtained from the control and the perturbation experiments are shifted in time due to the absence of a sufficiently long control integration. However, given the short integration times involved in this study and the negligible drift in the Hcont overturning strength, we do not expect remaining drift to change the results significantly.

6. Summary

We compare forced ocean general circulation model simulations of 1° and 0.1° horizontal resolution to assess the ability of the eddy mixing parameterization as formulated in Danabasoglu and Marshall (2007) to mimic resolved eddy effects. A comparison of the Southern Ocean isopycnal streamfunction from the two models shows that the coarse resolution model has a weaker transport in both overturning cells with present-day wind stress magnitude. From a decomposition of the residual overturning streamfunction into a mean-flow and an eddy-induced component, it is evident that a different distribution of the eddy circulation across water masses is responsible for a substantial part of the dissimilarity seen in the upper cell of the residual overturning. Differences in the mean-flow overturning circulation also exist, but the implication of this discrepancy is most important for the lower overturning cell. For example, the deep flow in the coarse resolution model appears to be entirely eddy-driven between 60°S and 50°S, but this is not the case in the high-resolution model. In addition, the decomposition of the meridional heat transport reveals that the parameterized poleward eddy heat flux is overly strong in the Southern Ocean.

A zonally constant decrease of the Southern Ocean zonal wind stress south of 25°S results in a decrease of similar magnitude in the upper residual overturning cell in both models. Concurrently, the meridional isopycnal slope reduces and the northward meridional heat transport
decreases, regardless of model resolution. An increase of the wind stress by 50%, on the other hand, is found to drive a complex model response in the 0.1° resolution model, but not in the coarse resolution model. On decadal time-scale, the transient response from the high-resolution model shows a weakening of the upper residual overturning cell by approx. 20% and a strengthening of the lower cell driven by enhanced bottom water formation in the Weddell Sea. This follows from a retreat of the austral winter sea ice edge that allows for a strong loss of heat to the prescribed atmosphere. In contrast, the residual meridional overturning in the coarse resolution model finds a 100% increase of the upper cell on the same time-scale, and with no discernable change in the lower cell. A 100% wind stress increase experiment with the coarse resolution model also features a reduction in Antarctic sea ice and stronger residual overturning in the bottom cell, demonstrating that the complex model response is not limited to the high resolution model.

The main conclusion from the presented suite of experiments is that the parameterized eddies are able to mimic the nature of the resolved eddy field during wind stress change, but are less skillful in representing the residual meridional overturning circulation and the heat transport for present day wind stress. In addition we also emphasize that the dynamics of eddy compensation are probably more involved than what is found in simple models (e.g. Marshall and Radko, 2003). As exemplified by the high resolution model experiment with stronger wind stress, the interaction between the sea ice and the ocean results in buoyancy forcing changes that overwhelm the eddy response. It appears that the challenge for future general circulation model studies is to design clever experimental setups that clearly isolate the effect from the eddies yet preserve the complexity of the problem.
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